Returning to the Well:
Thriving in the Midst of Chaos
Creativity Intensives for 2011
The super nova pace of change in our world is producing palpable chaos,
both within and around us. It’s uncomfortable, unpredictable and intense.
Yet chaos breaks up conventions. It reverses conceptual frameworks. The higher the heat index
on chaos, the more potential we have for creativity and a whole-scale reinvention of old patterns
and belief systems that no longer function for us. How we create a container for this increasing
chaos is the most beautiful opportunity we face.
Creative Ground is hosting two island intensives this winter 2010 (Whidbey Island, Washington)
and spring 2011 (Moloka’i, Hawaii). Both intensives will focus on exploration and cultivation of our
authentic power and leadership in a world of radical change. We invite participants to co-create
new ways of leading for ourselves, our communities and our organizations in this transformational
era we are now entering. We will dream, incubate and explore the self-determined individuals we
are becoming through creative practice and shamanic dreamwork. Join us.

“Creative Ground created a retreat perfectly matched to the rhythms of the island and the needs of my spirit. I came
with few expectations beyond space to “be.” I experienced that and much more: Lisa, Sarah and Lauren gently and
firmly led me through a journey of self-affirmation and discovery to a deeper connection with my innate purpose and
power. Themes with which I have struggled for years reappeared and, through the magic of place, guided dreamwork,
incredible support from our group of women and profound insights from our leaders, came together in a new and
transformative way. I am deeply grateful.”

—Virginia Anderson, Strategic Advisor, VLA Consulting

January 2011: exact dates TBD. A 4-day intensive at the Whidbey Institute

All your needs are provided for

(http://www.whidbeyinstitute.org/) on Whidbey Island. Maximum of 8 Guests.
Single: $1,800		
Shared: $1,500

including food, accommodations, and
on-island transportation (Moloka’i
only). To reserve your spot, and for more
information, contact: Lisa Fitzhugh,
lisa@creativegroundhq.com,
206-910-4458.

Spring 2011: April 10-17th. A 7-day intensive on Moloka’i’s lush eastside
(http://www.susiefitzhugh.com/clients/MyFamily/HaleMaluhiaMolokai) in
adjacent houses along Puko’o beach. Maximum of 8 Guests.
Single: $3,500		
Shared: $2,800
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